Charred Heart (Heart of Fire Book 1)

BOOK ONE Modern day retelling of
Beauty and the Beast ***Recommended
for ages 18+ due to multiple, creative,
detailed,
steamy,
sexy-time
adult
situations.*** For a thousand years, Chace
has searched for a way to break the curse
placed on him by a jilted lover. Hes a
dragon shifter, one who cant control when
the magic will force him into a different
form. Hes already lost everyone he ever
cared about a few times over and doesnt
know how much longer hes meant to
suffer. At his wits end, he makes a deal
with a mysterious figure that offers him
what he wants most an end to his misery
in exchange for everything thats his: His
life, his power. His heart. The next day, he
meets Skylar, a modern day dragon slayer
whose mission is to cage him or kill him.
Sexy, witty and brave, she is the yin to his
yang, the woman destined to break the
curse, balance his magic and make his
broken heart whole. Except its too late.
Not only has he sealed his fate, but an
innocent one-night-stand with Skylar has
dragged her into the middle of a deal with
the devil, one she wont escape, if he cant
convince her that dragon shifters arent her
enemies.
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